
      OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS

SL-C501

MAGIC MASSAGE STICK

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS

ART. NAME

MODEL

CUSTOMER

ADDRESS

TEL

DATE OF PURCHASE

DEALER(SERVICE CENTER)

EXPIRY :ONE YEAR FROM DATE OF PURCHASE

WARRANTY  CARD 

if malfunction happens within warranty period (one year) and  
under the following conditions,this product will be repaired for 
free:
1.there are broken parts or malfunction when purchasing this 

machine.
2.damage that occurs when it is being used under the 

guidance of the operation instructions (but the manufacturer 
is not responsible for damage resulting from misuse, 
operation without the guidance of the instructions, or natural 
disasters

3.the damage of the nonconsumptive  parts.

Products refer to the actual product, without prior notice.

Care & Maintenance

1.Please store the product in a cool and dry place. 

2.Please do not keep the product near the heat or open fire, 

away from sunlight.

3.Do not use thinner, volatile oil, bleach or other corrosive 

solvents to wipe the product.

4.Do not wash the product, please use wet cloth to clean.

5.This product is specially designed and manufactured without 

maintenance, no necessary to add 

6.lubricating oil or maintenance regularly.

Product specification 

Name: Magic Massage Stick

Model: SL-C501 

Rated voltage: 4.8V  

Rated power: 25W

Rated time: 20 minutes 

Safety structure 



1.SafetyWarning
•Please use this product according to this Manual
•Please ensure that the mains power is suitable for this 
product£do not use this product if its casing or mains cable 
is damaged
•Do not allow any foreign matter to enter the clearance 
between the massagehead and the casing
•Do not allow the product to come into contact with water so 
as to avoid anypossible accidents that may result from a 
short circuit

•Please disconnect the product from the mains supply after 
use or before cleaningto avoid damage to the equipment or 
personal injury

•Do not plug or unplug this product when your hands are wet
•Do not pull the cable when plugging orunplugging, and not 
available strong force
•Do not damage the cable or change the circuit of the 
product

•Please cease using this product in case of a power cut in 
order to avoid anybody injury upon sudden power 
resumption

•Do not use any spare parts and attachments other than 
those recommended

•Do not use the appliance in outdoor
•Do not use this product with too much force so as to avoid 

injury
•Do not use this product within an hour after a meal
•Please stop using this product and consult your local 
supplier if you noticeanything abnormal with the product 
during use
•Please stop using this product and consult your doctor for 
adviceif you noticeanything abnormal with the product 
during use.
•This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including 
children) with reduced physical, sensory or mental 
capabilities, or lack of experience and knowledge, unless 
they have been given supervision or instruction concerning 
use of the appliance by a person responsible for their 
safety.Children should be supervised to ensure that they do 
not play with the appliance.
•If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the 
manufacturer, its service agent or similarly qualified 
persons in order to avoid a hazard.

2.Working Environment
•Do not use this product in a highly humid environment such 
as a bathroom
•Do not use this product immediately after there has been a 
sharp change in theenvironmental temperature

•Do not use this product in an environment where there are 
lots of dust orcorrosive gases

3.People That Should Not Use This Product
•Women that are pregnant or menstruating
•People with contagious skin conditions
•Patients with osteoporosis
•Patients with heart diseases and with electronic medical 
instruments like a heartpacemaker
•People in a high fever
•Those who are injured or suffering from anybody surface 
disease
•Children under 14-year old or people mentally unbalanced 

without being Supervisedare not allowed to use this machine
•Those who need to rest according to a doctor's advice or 
those who do not feelwell

•Those who are wet
•Those are under the influence of alcohol or feeling unwell
•Please according to your doctor's advice if you have had an 
operation recently
•The appliance has a heated surface. Persons insensitive to 
heat must be careful when using the appliance.

Thanks for purchasing this product. Please read this manual 
instruction carefully in order to know how to use this product 
correctly before operation. Please pay more attention to some 
important safety warning and keep this manual book properly for 
future use. 

Note: Our Company reserves the right to revise the design and 
description of this product without any further notice. Please refer 
to the actual color of this product.

Troubleshooting

Phenomenon

The product 
does not work

Larger noise can 
be heard from 
product

The product has low 
battery

Used the product 
continuously for a 
long time

Possible Cause Solution

Recharge the product

Let the product cool 
down for 30 minutes 
before you use it again

Charging instructions

1.During charging the product, the indicator light of adaptor is 

red, and it will be green when charging is completed. 

2.The product cannot operate while charging. It can only operate 

again when the charging adaptor is disconnected.

3.When the product has no electricity, need charging in time. 

Avoid battery damage.

4.To avoid battery aging, charge the product every two months if 

the product is not going to be used for a long period of time.

Structure description 

Charging 
contact

Massage 
head

Indicator light

Control panel 

Non-slip 
handle

Charging contact

Base

Charging jack 

Instructions

Mode selection (4 kinds of mode)
There are three kinds of strengths for the product: 
Fast-Medium-Slow, Default strengths for medium. 

Strength increase 

Strength reduce

Turn on , off (The product works on a 20-min 
auto timer）

Product use diagram 
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